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Return to Wuthering Heights PRACTICE MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS 14 - 19 Carefully
read the following passage from Chapter XI of the novel before choosing the best answers.
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Multiple Choice Questions (Enter your answers on the enclosed answer sheet). Figurative
language is language that one must "figure" out. Common techniques: simile, metaphor,
personification, hyperbole, & understatement. Teach or review literary devices with this figurative
language ELA song, accompanied by a printable worksheet.
Nov 19, 2009 . Play this quiz called Assonance and show off your skills.. Assonance.
Assonance. The game ends when. Multiple-Choice Quiz. Assonance.Literary Terms Quiz - 26
multiple choice questions in this Quia quiz This site of the poetic sound devices discussed:
alliteration, assonance, onomatopoeia, . ALLITERATION, CONSONANCE AND ASSONANCE
IN SONGS. How to Rap - Assonance, Consonance and Alliteration. .. MULTIPLE CHOICE
ANSWERS.This lesson focuses on three literary devices that use careful word choice:
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Multiple Choice Questions (Enter your answers on the enclosed answer sheet). Figurative
language is language that one must "figure" out. Common techniques: simile, metaphor,
personification, hyperbole, & understatement. Multiple Choice Test Construction: Variations on
a Theme . MC tests can be effective ways to: • Analyze phenomena • Apply principles to new
situations
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Romeo and Juliet Name: _____ UNIT TEST Directions: This test has six parts: multiple choice,
true-false, match the quote, literary term identification.
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Return to Wuthering Heights PRACTICE MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS 14 - 19 Carefully
read the following passage from Chapter XI of the novel before choosing the best answers.
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